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For some reason, martial artists like to believe that the study of animal fighting
tactics is exclusive to and has its roots in Chinese martial arts. Not so, according
to ancient records and modern day martial arts masters, like Kuk Sool Won's
ninth degree master, In Joo Suh.

While Chinese martial arts appeared to place a greater emphasis on individual
animals by establishing whole systems around a single creature (Praying Mantis
Kung-Fu, for instance), other countries, such as Korea, found animals as a whole
to be an important source of fighting knowledge.

"Early man had to eat, and out of this need, hunted for his food. As he foraged,
he watched and copied the hunting and survival tactics of other animals.
Sometimes he applied his new knowledge to the animals he hunted, and
occasionally he also used these skills against the larger animals that found man
as suitable prey. Over time, man developed a crude form of martial arts, begun 
mostly through trial and error (costly if he lost) and through imitation of other
animal´s fighting behaviors." explains San Antonio, Texas based Suh.

As the human race grew and established territories and nations, martial arts in
those territories expanded, particularly when these countries went to war with
one another. War between nations gave man the opportunity to further develop
his martial arts into ever more advanced forms; some of these would become a
way of life and a code of ethics for martial artists. As he watched an eagle catch
a rabbit, two tigers fighting, or a snake capture a frog, the budding martial artist
added not only more techniques but also the spirit and fighting principle of each
animal.

While the use of animal fighting tactics is common to Chinese martial arts, it´s
not quite as well known for other cultures. Perhaps the nature of Japanese
martial arts, to take an example, places more value on man-created techniques
than those developed from other forms of life.

Korea, on the other hand, brought a more practical and straightforward
approach to its martial arts. While animal hunting and survival tactics played a
role in Korea´s martial history, they were obscured due to centuries of
no-non-sense fighting. Only in certain Korean fighting systems have the
principles of animal fighting styles surfaced to form an integral part of the art.
Specifically, Kuk Sool Won, a martial art with roots extending to the very
beginning of recorded Korean martial history, utilizes information derived from
careful observation of many different animals.

However, still keeping with the Korean philosophy of basic practicality, Kuk
Sool Won animal forms are vastly different from those of other martial
systems. Kuk Sool practitioners believe that merely to imitate the animal is not
good enough. People are not animals. People reason, rather than react. Humans
have different body structure, two legs instead of four. Therefore, just imitating
an animal´s motions doesn´t make a powerful, effective technique. Only by
careful conversion of each individual creature´s fighting principles into human
requirements does the animal form become effective. Then, not only are they an
effective method of fighting, but they greatly enhance and expand the human 
warrior´s strength and capabilities.

Each Kuk Sool teacher has special martial interests that he carefully cultivates,
making him an expert in his specialty. Master In Joo Suh, who heads three Kuk
Sool Won schools in San Antonio, Texas, studies and applies animal forms as
one of his special martial tools. Suh has spent considerable time observing the
animals that Kuk Sool Won has drawn from Korean martial history.

Suh refers to the ancient theory of five elements to explain the importance of
studying more than just one animal. "The five elements of martial strength," he
explains, "are speed, internal power, breathing, balance (body control), and
practice. These are important, not only to martial arts, but to the animals we
study. Even the animals adhere to the five element basics when they practice
their fighting tactics in the guise of play."

Just as Kung-Fu´s five elements (water, fire, earth, metal, and wood) have
different qualities and relationships, the Korean five-element theory dictates
that each animal has different strengths and weaknesses over other creatures.
To elaborate, no single animal is completely free of enemies and natural
predators. The snake runs from a crane, while the crane, in turn, flees from an
eagle. As in the Chinese description of the five elements, there is a continuous 
circle where each animal counters another creature and is countered by still
another.

That´s why, in Suh´s opinion, no martial artist should be satisfied with the
knowledge of only one type of defense, animal or not. For instance, if a small
person has to defend himself against someone larger, he shouldn´t have to rely
on the tiger form, for example, that requires great strength. Instead, he might
call upon his knowledge of the snake´s fighting habits, placing his entire body
power into his defensive counterattacking blow.

Although there are other animal forms to be found in Korean martial arts, not
all suit the individual practitioner, and the student should choose only those
that do. Suh, himself, has five favorite animals.

Praying Mantis
Snake
Tiger
Eagle
Crane

Other lesser-known animals, commonly thought of in martial circles, including
the bear and leopard, are also seen in Kuk Sool. A bear is actually a defensive
animal. It fights standing upright and uses extreme bulk, body balance and
strength to power its large paws. Some Kuk Sool palm techniques, requiring a 
strong stance, are taken from the bear's fighting strategy. Leopards are strictly
attack animals using extreme speed. The leopard´s fighting tactic is that it
doesn´t care or worry about retaliation. The animal´s speed is so great that it
neutralizes the speed and power of the opponent. That is exactly the theory that
brings the leopard into Kuk Sool Won. There are no special hand techniques
characterizing the leopard, just blinding speed and forward thrusting power.

When several animal fighting principles have been mastered, Kuk Sool stylists
put them together into rapid, successive combinations of fighting techniques.
From each animal, martial artists take its unique fighting habits and combine
them with their human thought processes to further enlarge their martial
expertise.
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